OUTREACH NOTICE

USDA Forest Service - R2 Rocky Mountain Region
Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison NF
GRAND JUNCTION OR PAONIA COLORADO

PRESALE FORESTER - TIMBER SALE PREPARATION

* Pathways Recent Graduate Program *

GS – 0460 – 04/05/07/09

POSITION: The Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison (GMUG) National Forest located in Western Colorado will be advertising a Timber Sale Preparation Forester Pathways Recent Graduate. This permanent position is located at either the Grand Valley RD Office in Grand Junction, Colorado or the Paonia RD Office in Paonia, CO. This position is being advertised through Society of American Foresters in a virtual hiring event November 3-6th 2021. The group announcements for these positions will also be open on USAJOBS November 3-9th 2021. Applicants do not need to be at the conference to apply. This outreach notice is being circulated to inform prospective applicants of the upcoming opportunity. For more information on the SAF Hiring Event go to the website: https://www.fs.fed.us/forestmanagement/recruitment_saf/index.shtml

MAJOR DUTIES: The duties of this position consist of managing and supervising the preparation of commercial timber sales on the Grand Valley and Paonia Ranger Districts.

- Developing Cruising and Marking Plans to implement harvest activities in accordance with Environmental Analysis Decisions and other instructions.
- Prepare and oversee the implementation Cruising and Marking Plans and layout
- Prepare Timber Sale appraisals considering resource protection needs, cooperative changes, volume estimates, logging methods, improvements and regeneration needs, etc.
- Prepare Timber Sale plan documenting outlined in the Environmental Analysis Decision
- Prepare completed contract packages. Explains appropriate rules, regulations and contract provisions to purchasers and operators
- Prepares Sale Area Maps

The incumbent evaluates and analyzes the project sale folder information and conducts preliminary field reconnaissance. Assembles and reviews the timber sales contract package. Determines, plans and arranges for the
RESOURCES NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE LAYOUT OF SALES. IDENTIFIES AND VERIFIES THE LAND STATUS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS AFFECTING LAYOUT OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT ON THE GROUND. REVIEWS, COMPiles AND ANALYZES FIELD DATA.

OTHER DUTIES WILL INCLUDE PREPARING AND ENSURING THE QUALITY OF DOCUMENTATION SUCH AS DETAILED MAPS, TIMBER SALE APPRAISALS, TIMBER SALES WRITE UP, ADVERTISEMENTS, PROSPECTUS, AND SAMPLE CONTRACTS FOR THE SALE. ARRANGES FOR INTERVIEWS OF PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS AND EXPLAINS CONTRACT CLAUSES, ROAD DEVELOPMENT, AND CUTTING PRACTICES.

THE INCUMBENT ALSO MONITORS AND OVERSEES CRUISING AND MARKING OF TIMBER AND PREPARES GENERAL LOGGING PLANS AND VERIFIES LOGGING SYSTEM SETTINGS. UTILIZING APPROPRIATE DOCUMENT, DETERMINES SALE BOUNDARIES, PROPER LOCATION OF LOGGING ROADS, ACCEPTABLE MARKING AND CUTTING METHODS, STUMPAGE PRICES, AND THE REQUIREMENTS FOR BRUSH DISPOSAL, EROSION CONTROL, AND STAND IMPROVEMENT. PREPARES A SUMMARY OF ALL RECORDS ACCEPTABLE FOR FINAL APPRAISAL, SALE CONTRACT PREPARATION, AND SUBSEQUENT TIMBER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES.

WORK REQUIRES LONG PERIODS OF STANDING; WALKING OVER ROUGH, UNEVEN OR MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN; RECURRING BENDING, CROUCHING, STOOPING, REACHING, OR SIMILAR ACTIVITIES. WORK MAY ALSO INCLUDE FREQUENT LIFTING OF MODERATELY HEAVY ITEMS, SUCH AS EQUIPMENT AND SAMPLES THAT WEIGH LESS THAN APPROXIMATELY 50 POUNDS. WORK INVOLVES EXPOSURE TO MODERATE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS, SUCH AS THOSE DUE TO ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS, SUCH AS HIGH WINDS AND LOW OR HIGH TEMPERATURES; TRAVEL IN SAFETY APPROVED OFF-ROAD VEHICLES; FALLING TREES; HOSTILE WILDLIFE; AND POISONOUS INSECTS, PLANTS, OR SNAKES. THE WORK REQUIRES SPECIAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND/OR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT.

PERFORMS SUPERVISORY DUTIES 20% OR LESS OF THE TIME. PLANS THE WORK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE UNIT, ASSIGNS WORK TO EMPLOYEES, AND ESTABLISHES PRODUCTION OR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR THE UNIT’S WORK. ESTABLISHES AND COMMUNICATES GUIDELINES AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS TO EMPLOYEES; CONDUCTS FORMAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS; AND IDENTIFIES AND PROVIDES FOR THE DEVELOPMENTAL AND TRAINING NEEDS OF EMPLOYEES. PROMOTES EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND EMPLOYS NONDISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES FOR MERIT PROMOTION, RECRUITMENT AND HIRING OF APPLICANTS; ENCOURAGEMENT, RECOGNITION AND FAIR TREATMENT OF ALL EMPLOYEES.

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE WILL HAVE STRONG LEADERSHIP SKILLS, THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF FORESTRY AND FOREST ECOLOGY PRINCIPLES.

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR IN A CANDIDATE: WE ARE LOOKING FOR ENTHUSIASTIC, SELF-MOTIVATED, OUTDOOR-ORIENTED PERSON TO JOIN OUR TEAM. THE PHYSICAL SETTING IS STUNNING AND THE WORK IS DIVERSE AND CHALLENGING. TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN THIS JOB YOU MUST BE A SELF-STARTER AND HAVE THE ABILITY TO ADJUST IN AN EVER-CHANGING ENVIRONMENT. YOU MUST BE WILLING TO TAKE ON CHALLENGES AND PROVIDE INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO COMPLEX PROBLEMS. CANDIDATES MUST HAVE EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BE ABLE TO WORK COLLABORATIVELY WITH EXTERNAL PARTNERS AND BE A CONTRIBUTING MEMBER TO A TEAM OF DYNAMIC AND CREATIVE LEADERS.

- EXCELLENT VEGETATION MANAGEMENT SKILLS.
- QUALITY LEADERSHIP AND TEAM BUILDING SKILLS.
- A SAFE AND PROFESSIONAL WORKING ATTITUDE AND GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS (ORALLY AND IN WRITING).
- SOMEONE WHO CREATES A WORK ENVIRONMENT THAT RESPECTS, APPRECIATES, AND ACCEPTS THE CONTRIBUTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES OF ALL EMPLOYEES.

ABOUT THE GMUG FOREST: THE GMUG NATIONAL FOREST ENCOMPASSES 5,000 SQUARE MILES ON THE WESTERN SLOPE OF THE COLORADO ROCKIES, ABOUT 250 MILES WEST OF DENVER, IN WEST-CENTRAL COLORADO. THIS FOREST HAS FIVE RANGER DISTRICTS: GRAND VALLEY WITH OFFICES IN COLLBRAN AND GRAND JUNCTION, PAONIA OFFICE IS LOCATED IN PAONIA, GUNNISON OFFICE IS LOCATED IN GUNNISON, OURAY OFFICE IS LOCATED IN MONROSE, AND NORWOOD OFFICE IS LOCATED IN NORWOOD. THE SUPERVISOR’S OFFICE IS LOCATED IN DELTA, COLORADO.

THE GMUG NFS CONTAIN 3,163,131 ACRES WITH SOME OF THE MOST SPECTACULAR SCENERY IN THE ROCKIES WITH ELEVATIONS RANGING FROM 6,000 FEET TO OVER 14,000 FEET. THE CLIMATE AT LOWER ELEVATIONS IS WARM AND ARID WHILE THE HIGH COUNTRY IS COLD IN THE WINTER AND WARM MOST OF THE SUMMER MONTHS. THE FOREST IS AN IDEAL WINTER AND SUMMER RECREATION AREA. THE FOREST HAS THREE SKI AREAS, 43 COMMUNITIES, AND A 12,000 SQUARE MILE AREA OF INFLUENCE THAT

COMMUNITY INFORMATION: GRAND JUNCTION is the largest community in Mesa County. It’s located at the junction of the Gunnison and the Colorado rivers. Grand Junction is home to approximately 56,446 residents, and Mesa County has a population of approximately 147,522. Mesa County has about 3,313 square miles of land and Grand Junction is on 27 of those square miles. Two-thirds of the land is owned by the Federal Government and offers a great variety of outdoor recreation and entertainment.

Grand Junction is a wonderful place to visit and even a better place to live. With more than two-thirds of the surrounding county owned by the federal government, outdoor recreation and enjoyment is a favorite pastime of local residents during the daytime. Evenings bring a variety of entertainment venues in several commercial regions of the city, including our award-winning downtown area. Grand Junction is about 42 miles north of Delta on Hwy. 50; which is where the SO Office is located.

There are 4 hospitals, with the Grand Junction VA Hospital being one of them. There is also an airport that offers many different flights to accommodate for easy traveling. For additional information on Grand Junction and the surrounding areas, please visit the Chamber of Commerce website at HTTPS://WWW.GJCHAMBER.ORG/INDEX.ASP. You may also want to visit HTTPS://GRANDJUNCTION.ORG/ or WWW.COLORADO.COM/CITIES-AND-TOWNS/GRAND-JUNCTION.

Paonia has a population of 1,638 in Delta County, Colorado. The town is situated on the North Fork River, about 10 miles up from neighboring Hotchkiss, Colorado. It lies near the head of the North Fork Valley, an area about 150 miles southwest of Denver. The valley lies at the foot of Mount Lamborn (peak elevation 11,397) and the Grand Mesa. This valley forms the North fork of the Gunnison River watershed. Delta County has a total area of 1,149 square miles and a population of 30,952.

Paonia is a great place to play and stay. With more than two-thirds of the surrounding county being public lands outdoor recreation is plentiful. This area is also teeming with small country farms, ranchers, local artists, orchards flourishing with fruit, miners, winemakers busy at their craft and chefs stirring it up. Paonia is not a spot well known by very many. However, this little part of western Colorado is starting to make an impression. For additional information about the Paonia Community please visit one of these web sites: WWW.COLORADO.COM/CITIES-AND-TOWNS/PAONIA or WWW.PAONIACHAMBER.COM/ or WWW.DELTACOUNTYCOLORADO.COM/

RESPONDING TO OUTREACH: If you are interested in this position, and have questions about the job or the communities please contact Cari Johnson @ 403 E Rio Grande Ave, Paonia, CO 81428; fax to 970-527-4151; e-mail to CARI.JOHNSON@USDA.GOV or you may contact her at (970) 527-4131 for specific questions of the position.

Thank you for your interest!